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- Collection of local controllers
- Communication via piggy-backing
- Privacy: Do NOT read states/messages
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- A local controller for each process
- Has a Phase Counter
- Remembers current sender
- Different sender?
- Detect Cycle?
- Increment counter; Update channel
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A local controller for each process

- Bounded number (k) of phases
- Phase: Receive from one proc, send to all processes
- No cycles

Transitions

Different sender?

Detect Cycle?

State

Has a Phase Counter

Remembers current sender

Increment counter, Update channel
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Detect Cycle?

Phase Vectors

best info about phase number of other processes

Sends: tag with phase vector

Receives: update phase vector by taking MAX
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- Collection of local controllers
- Communication via piggy-backing
- Privacy: Do NOT read states/messages
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- Collection of local controllers
- Communication via piggy-backing
- Privacy: Do NOT read states/messages

- System independent
- Generic
- Deterministic
- Finite state
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